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What is it that makes your developer heart beat faster? Developing killer apps? Or is it

wowing customers with the possibilities of cloud solutions? 

It’s precisely this combination between technology and business that we at delaware like.

Sure, SAP ByDesign is a great cloud solution for small and midsized businesses – but it

takes a whole team of developers and consultants to make it fit the customer’s wants and

needs. And that’s where we come in! 

We’re a small team of cloud-loving developers, and we’ve found ourselves a nice and cozy

spot within the bigger SAP Development team at delaware. Are you a customer-oriented

developer eager to learn about cloud and new tech? Then this job has your name written

all over it!

Apply for Cloud Developer!

Thank you for your application.

We will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!
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read our stories

What will you be doing as a Cloud Developer?

There’s no possible way to describe our vibe (believe us, we’ve tried). Just come talk to

Danny, our team lead, and you’ll quickly understand why we like it here so much. Anyway,

here’s your to-do list:

First things first: you’ll sit together with the customer and  put your thinking cap on . As our

team only works for small and midsized businesses, we can really take the time to get to

the root of their problem.

This means that sometimes, you’ll have to find new ways to   translate customer

requirements  into cloud solutions. 

So yes, you’ll   think outside of the box , inside the box, on top of the box – heck, why

would you even need a box? 

You’ll  build a well-functioning solution , create templates and guide the customer

through the entire process. In other words, you’ll help us to create  best practices in

ByDesign development.

And yes, sometimes you will get stuck. Nothing keeps you from  discussing  with your

colleagues.  Make suggestions!  We won’t bite (hard). 

You’ll squeeze a 6-week openSAP course into one and continue to brush up on your  skills  on

the job. What better way to  learn  than to try it for yourself, right? 

delaware has its offices in  Gent, Antwerpen, Wavre, Kortrijk, Liège and Lummen . As a

Cloud Developer, you’ll either work from one of these, surrounded by your colleagues, or meet

with your customers  onsite , who’ll appreciate the close cooperation. We’ll make sure to

save you a seat!

Do you have what it takes to become a delaware Cloud Developer?

How does  ‘cloud-native developer ’ sound? Pretty decent job title, right? Whether you’ve

ditched the training wheels a long time ago or you’re just starting out in the development

world, you’re a true cloud believer  . 

What about ‘  consultant ’? We’re looking for a  passionate business consultant  at heart, who

also happens to like  developing . Your technical background will be a great place to start.



How are your  coding skills ? Are you familiar with Object Oriented Programming or C++?

We’ll make sure to get you up to speed with a  SAP-specific language .

Bonus points if you’ve been working with  ERP  systems. Also, business knowledge and

customer-facing skills are a definite plus! 

Are you eager to  keep learning ? This motivation is what drives us!

On a scale from ‘meh’ to ‘wow’, how would you rate your  communicative skills ? You’ll

get in touch with both customers and colleagues on a daily basis, so you should be able to

express yourself fluently in  English  and  Dutch  (or French). 

It may sound like a cliché, but we’re  more than just colleagues . Programming Pals,

Code Bros, Development Amigos, whatever you call it – we’ve got each other’s back. So

make sure to keep Friday free at noon, because Friday =   Fries Day !

Want to discover more?

You can find out more about us on our website and blog. You can get a sense of what it’s

like to work for us there, but we’re even nicer in real life!

Are you keen to help us grow our  SAP Development  team? Click the  Apply Now  button below

and hopefully we’ll get to meet each other soon!

Is there anything that we forgot to tell you? Do you have questions about this vacancy or

in general? Please feel free to contact us by e-mail, we really want to hear from you!

jobs

SAP Development Lead

Matches: software development, SAP, developer, lot of experience

When was the last time you translated a business need into a technical solution that

could change an entire organization? That’s exactly what you’ll do with us!

As a Senior SAP Development Lead at delaware, you truly understand what businesses need

and how we can deliver it. You’re eager to take the lead in transforming ideas into

innovative solutions, guide customers through their move to SAP S/4 HANA, and add value

to their business processes.

If development is in your DNA and you’re ready to take on a leading role, then you may be the



Senior SAP Development Lead we’re looking for.

Senior SAP Developer

Matches: software development, SAP, developer, some experience, lot of experience

When did you last build a solution that could change an entire organization? That’s exactly

what you’ll do with us!

You’re a  well-rounded SAP developer  who truly understands the ‘business value’ of coding.

You’re eager to unleash your programming skills on  innovative  projects, and look forward

to guiding customers through their move to  SAP S/4 HANA  and add value to their business

processes.

If you’re just as passionate about code as we are, and you have a  strong sense of

customer satisfaction  – we are, after all, consultants – then you may be the SAP

Developer we’re looking for.

document.body.dispatchEvent(new CustomEvent('widgetLoaded', { 'detail': 'aaa1e29c-ad15-

44e3-9c86-e6dce68c1' }));
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related stories

Jelle Hoste: from Microsoft Integration consultant to 10th Fittest man worldwide

In , Jelle started his career as a rookie at delaware and in CrossFit. Since then, he has been

merging both of his passions by confronting challenges in the gym and at work. Read

more to discover how he maintains focus and structure in the realms of sports and IT.

read more

WeCare about the next generation(s) at delaware

Caring is one of delaware’s corner stones. Being a socially responsible company means that

we, the #peopleofdelaware, try to leave the world a little better than we found it. delaware

sponsors 'De Warmste Match' (first-class basketball), a legendary first home game of

the Spurs (Kortrijk) against Okapi (Aalst) for the good cause Xplo vzw to provide children, young

people, and their families with the extra opportunities they need in their daily lives. read more

Some roads lead back to delaware

Has your career always gone exactly the way you planned it? New opportunities cross our

paths, and sometimes we grab them by the horns and explore new horizons. That can be a

good thing,  saying goodbye when we know we will get closer to our best possible

selves in another company, role or sector .  



After some time and a fresh perspective, however, people can find themselves  rekindling an

old flame and go back to a former employer. How does it feel, returning to your ex , and in what

way do you benefit from your experience outside company borders  ? Let’s ask An-Sofie

Hoedt and Tom Vandevelde, two #peopleofdelaware who decided to rejoin after having

ventured off into a different job. read more

Our Salesforce consultants: a lean, mean and most of all passionate team

In , we welcomed Salesforce to the delaware offerings. Now evolved to a mature team

within delaware, they combine the best of both worlds: the entrepreneurial & dynamic

atmosphere of being the new kid on the block, while enjoying the support and security

of delaware as a bigger consultancy firm. What else sets the Salesforce team apart? We

asked Salesforce consultants Maïlys Renson and Maxime Raes. read more

perks of the job

your salary package

We offer a competitive salary net allowance, company car, insurances, mobile phone with

subscription and laptop. But what sets us apart is that you can co-define your package. For

example, why not opt for an electric car or lease an (e-)bike?

let’s innovate together!

In our view, innovation is everywhere: it’s in the cutting-edge technologies we use for our

customers, it’s in the way we communicate and collaborate, it’s top of mind whenever we

think of novel solutions to customer challenges. Join us and innovate with customers in

delaware’s del20 innovation challenge. Or participate in one of our many harvest &

innovation projects.

Best Possible You

Our close leadership is focused on qualitative over quantitative feedback. They have your

back throughout the year and your whole career. We believe this is the best way to stay

motivated and inspired. Simply to become the best possible version of yourself. We go for quality

while keeping a close eye on quantity.

feel supported

Greatness is achieved by standing on the shoulders of giants. Our buddies assist starters

while mentors provide longer-term career advice. Why not become a buddy or mentor

yourself? Let a colleague stand on your shoulders and strive for greatness together.

training & development

The ideal consultant is a wonderful blend of hard and soft skills . But these skills need to



be nurtured with fresh insights, bright ideas, new ways of working and more. Whatever you

need to grow, the delaware Academy  has something in store for you. Decide for yourself out

of 50+ learning programs which training is right for you.

you’re in the driver’s seat

While you can count on all #peopleofdelaware for support, we count on you to take

ownership . We’re convinced we’ll all go further if we let the #peopleofdelaware decide

the direction of their career. So come and co-define your training and career path and let’s

become smarter together.

celebrate together

#peopleofdelaware love to meet up regularly with colleagues at delaware events, team buildings,

coffee chats, lunches and more. Because nothing’s more important than feeling connected

flexible hours

Time is one of the most valuable assets each of us possess. Let’s use it wisely. We believe the

right work-life balance comprises working from home, the office, at the customer’s site or

any combination thereof. Let’s co-define the right mix for you.

WeCare

And we know you do too! Our company values guide us in being a socially responsible

company . It’s part of our DNA. That’s why so many #peopleofdelaware personally

invest part of their time in good causes like WeForest, the Special Olympics or the children’s

education program `Fund Isaan´ in Thailand. How about you?

learn more about rewards document.body.dispatchEvent(new

CustomEvent('widgetLoaded', { 'detail': '-ef7d--b-eac7ab' }));
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